
WOMEN EXERCISING LEADERSHIP 
WITHIN AND ACROSS COMMUNITIES

FIVE DAY COURSE

19TH -20TH MARCH 2014
9TH - 10TH APRIL 2014

4TH  JUNE 2014

BACKGROUND

Women in migrant communities are called on to exercise leadership in a range of 
settings:

• In the home

• In groups in one’s own community 

• In cross-community or intercultural groups

• In interactions with agencies and local authorities 

In these different settings leadership can be exercised in both formal ways, where one 
has a specific position or role and/or in informal ways, where one sees possibilities and 
takes responsibility for an initiative.
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CULTURAL CONTEXT

Organised by Partners Training for Transformation
24 Northbrook Road, Dublin 6. Tel 01 - 667 3440

Email: partners@trainingfortransformation.ie 
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AIM

The aim of the course is to strengthen the ability of people to exercise formal and 
informal leadership in these four areas.  On the course people will get a chance to 
reflect on and enhance the way they currently exercise leadership and also to explore 
and prepare for fresh possibilities in new areas. 

CONTENT

On the course we attend to five areas:

• Understanding: exploring different ideas/models of leadership

• Skills: identifying and strengthening the skills needed for leadership

• Experience: recalling and reflecting on personal stories of leadership

• Personal style: discovering and appreciating my way of exercising leadership

• Context: developing an awareness of context and the ability to respond 
creatively

PROCESS

The process used will encourage a high level of participation and interaction and will 
draw on the experience and resourcefulness of the participants and the facilitators.  
There will be an emphasis on practical experience and real life cases and scenarios. 

WHEN AND WHERE WILL THE COURSE TAKE PLACE?

The course will take place over five days, in two x two-day blocks and a recall day. The 
dates for the course are Wednesday 19th and Thursday 20th March, Wednesday 9th and 
Thursday 10th April and Wednesday 4th June.

The venue is Partners office (at 24 Northbrook road). 

Tea, coffee and a light lunch will be provided.

Are you interested?

If you are interested, please contact us by phone, email or letter using the contact 
details overleaf.

This course is made possible by a grant from the Loreto Foundation Fund. Early 
booking is advisable as places are limited. 

The course will be facilitated by Maureen Sheehy and Frank Naughton.


